SAFETY ALERT
SUBJECT: Slips/Trips/Falls
DATE: June 10, 2021

Potential Hazards
Forest field workers are exposed to a
multitude of potential hazards on a daily
basis when working and walking in the
woods. Some known hazards to be mindful
of include:
-dense vegetation obscuring foot placement
-loose debris that can slide or roll
-rotten logs that can't support much weight
-steeply inclined logs with loose bark
-rain on sap logs in spring
-steep slopes, rock bluffs or gullies
-recent slash with branches or trip hazards
-berry bushes that can catch and trip you
-dull caulks in your boots
-improper boots for the job with no support

Incident Summary
We are starting to see an increase in slips and
falls that are resulting in injuries.
Over the last few weeks we have had three
recorded incidents, these range from over a
dozen stitches in one incident, to a lost time for a
seriously sprained ankle from walking on an old
moss covered road grade.
In some cases the hazards related to slippery
bark from sap running or rain have been a factor,
but in other cases it has been caused from not
being able to see the hazard under the feet in
front of you.

Preventative Actions
In order to prevent injuries from slips/trips/falls in the field it is important to:
-ensure you are mentally and physically capable of performing your field duties everyday
-wear proper boots that are in good repair with adequate caulks or support as needed
-be aware of your footing at all times, if you cant see where your foot is going don't step
-maintain 3 point contact whenever possible to do so
-don't take unnecessary risks, if you have to take a longer safer route, do it
-choose a route that is comfortable to you, don't follow someone else if you are uncomfortable
-work at a steady pace, avoid rushing as it usually results in falling down
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